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A stati di tionary is a data stru ture for storing subsets of
a nite universe U , so that membership queries an be answered eÆiently. We study this problem in a unit ost RAM model with word
size (log jU j), and show that for n-element subsets, onstant worst ase
query time an be obtained
 using B + O(log log jU j) + o(n) bits of storage, where B = dlog2 jUn j e is the minimum number of bits needed to
represent all su h subsets. For jU j = n logO(1) n the di tionary supports
onstant time rank queries.

Abstra t.

1

Introdu tion

Consider the problem of storing a subset S of a nite set U , su h that membership
queries, \u 2 S ?", an be answered in worst- ase onstant time on a unit ost
RAM. Sin e we are interested only in membership queries, we assume that U =
f0; : : : ; m 1g. We restri t the attention to the ase where elements of U an
be represented within a onstant number of ma hine words. In parti ular it is
assumed that the usual RAM operations (in luding multipli ation) on numbers
of size mO(1) an be done in onstant time.
Our goal will be to solve this data stru ture problem using little memory,
measured in onse utive bits (A part of the last word may be unused, and the
query algorithm must work regardless of the ontents of this part). We express
the omplexity in terms of m = jU j and n = jS j, and often onsider the asymptoti s when n is a fun tion of m. Sin e the queries an distinguish any two
subsets of U , we need
at least m
n di erent memory on gurations, that is, at

least B = dlog m
e
bits
(log
is
base
2 throughout this paper). Using Stirling's
n
approximation to the fa torial fun tion, one an get (see [3℄):


m
m
n
(m n)
B = n log n + (m n) log m n O log m
:
?
??

(1)
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m
For n = o(m) the dominant term is n log m
n , sin e (m n) log m n = (n) (see
Lemma 8). It should be noted that using spa e very lose to B is only possible
if elements of S are stored impli itly, sin e expli itly representing all elements
requires n log m = B + (n log n) bits.

Previous Work
The (stati ) di tionary is a very fundamental data stru ture, and it has been
heavily studied. We will fo us on the development in spa e onsumption for
worst ase onstant time lookup s hemes. A bit ve tor is the simplest possible
solution to the problem, but the spa e omplexity of m bits is poor ompared
to B unless n t m=2. During the 70's, s hemes were suggested whi h obtain
a spa e omplexity of O(n) words, that is O(n log m) bits, for restri ted ases
(e.g. \dense" or very sparse sets). It was not until the early 80's that Fredman,
Komlos and Szemeredi (FKS) [5℄ found a hashing s heme using O(n) words in
the general ase. A re ned solution in their paper uses B + O(n log n + log log m)
bits. Brodnik and Munro [3℄ onstru t a stati di tionary using O(B ) bits for any
m and n. In the journal version of this paper [2℄, they a hieve B + O( log logBlog m )
bits, and raise the question whether a more powerful model of omputation is
needed to further tighten the gap to the information theoreti minimum.
No lower bound better than the trivial B bits is known without restri tions
on the data stru ture or the query algorithm (see [4℄, [8℄ and [11℄).

This Paper
The result of Brodnik and Munro is strengthened, bringing the additional term
of the spa e omplexity, whi h we shall all the redundan y, down to o(n) +
O(log log m) bits. The exa t order of the bound, ompared with a lower bound
on the redundan y of the solution in [2℄, is given in the table below1 .

Range
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n < m= log log m
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n  m= log log m min(n log log m; (log log m)O

(log log log m)

)

n

This paper
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n + log log m
m logloglogmm

log2 log
log

We also show how to asso iate information from some domain to ea h element
of S (solving the partial fun tion problem), with the same redundan y as above
in the sparse ase, and O(n) bits in the dense ase.
The main observation is that one an save spa e by \ ompressing" the hash
table part of data stru tures based on (perfe t) hashing, storing in ea h ell not
the element itself, but only a quotient | information that distinguishes it from
the part of U that hashes to this ell. This te hnique, referred to as quotienting,
is des ribed in Se t. 2, where a B + O(n + log log m) bit s heme is presented.
1

The bounds given are asymmetri in the sense that if S is repla ed by U nS we get
another bound although the problems obviously have the same diÆ ulty. However,
for simpli ity we fo us on n  m=2 and leave the symmetry impli ations to the
reader.

For dense subsets another te hnique is used, building upon the ideas of range
redu tion and a \table of small ranges" (both used in [2℄). This results in a di tionary, treated in Se t. 3, that supports rank queries. The rank query apability
is subsequently used in an improved solution for the non-dense ase, des ribed
in Se t. 4.
2

First solution

This se tion presents a stati di tionary with a spa e onsumption of B +
O(n + log log m) bits. As mentioned in the overview, the ompa t representation
a hieved stems from the observation that ea h bu ket j of a hash table may be
resolved with respe t to the part of the universe hashing to bu ket j , whi h we
denote by Aj . We phrase this in terms of inje tive fun tions on the Aj . Consider
the lookup pro edure of a di tionary using a perfe t hash fun tion h, and a table

T:

pro lookup(x)
return (T[h(x)℄=x);
end

If q is a fun tion whi h is 1-1 on ea h Aj (we all this a quotient fun
we let T'[j℄:=q(T[j℄), then the following program is equivalent:

), and

tion

pro lookup'(x)
return (T'[h(x)℄=q(x));
end

Thus, given a des ription of q, it suÆ es to use the hash table T'. The gain is
that q may have a range signi antly smaller than U (ideally q would enumerate
the elements of ea h Aj ), and thus fewer bits are needed to store the elements
of T'.
The FKS perfe t hashing s heme [5℄ has a quotient fun tion whi h is evaluable in onstant time, and osts no extra spa e in that its parameters k , p and
a are part of the data stru ture already:

qk;p : u 7! (u div p)  dp=ae + (k  u mod p) div a :

(2)

Intuitively, this fun tion gives the information that is thrown away by the modulo
appli ations of the s heme's top-level hash fun tion:

hk;p : u 7! (k  u mod p) mod a
(3)
where p is prime and k , a positive integers. (So in fa t qk;p is 1-1 even on the
elements hashing to ea h bu ket in the top level hash table). Sin e p = O(m) and
a = n in the FKS s heme, the range of qk;p has size O(m=n), so log mn + O(1) bits
suÆ e to store ea h hash table element. We prove that qk;p is indeed a quotient
fun tion for hk;p :

Lemma 1.

Aj (k; p) = fu 2 U j hk;p (u) = j g
U
j qk;p
Aj (k; p)
qk;p [U ℄  f0; : : : ; r 1g
r = dm=pe  dp=ae
Let u1 ; u2 2 Aj (k; p). If qk;p (u1 ) = qk;p (u2 ) then u1 div p = u2 div p
and (k  u1 mod p) div a = (k  u2 mod p) div a. By the latter equation and sin e
hk;p (u1 ) = hk;p (u2 ), we have k  u1 mod p = k  u2 mod p. Sin e p is prime and
k=
6 0 this implies u1 mod p = u2 mod p. Sin e also u1 div p = u2 div p it must
be the ase that u1 = u2 , so qk;p is indeed 1-1 on Aj (k; p). The bound on the
range of qk;p is straightforward.
ut
to

j
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Proof.

S hmidt and Siegel [9℄ show how to simulate the FKS hashing s heme in
a \minimal" version (i.e. the hash table has size n), using O(n + log log m)
bits of storage for the hash fun tion, still with onstant lookup time. Their
top-level hash fun tion is not (3), but the omposition of two fun tions of this
kind, h1 and h2 (with quotient fun tions q 1 and q 2 ). A orresponding quotient
fun tion is u 7! (q 1 (u); q 2 (h1 (u))), whi h has a range of size O(m=n). One an
thus get a spa e usage of n log m
n + O(n) bits for the hash table elements, and
O(n + log log m) bits for the hash fun tion, so using (1) we have:

Proposition 2.
time

3

The stati

an be solved using

di tionary problem with worst

B + O(n + log log m)

ase

onstant lookup

bits of storage.

Improvement for Dense Subsets

In this se tion we des ribe data stru tures whi h are more spa e eÆ ient for
dense subsets than that of the previous se tion. They will support queries on the
ranks of elements (where the rank of u is de ned as rank(u) = jfv 2 S jv  ugj).
Using rank queries it is possible to do membership queries; therefore we will all
the data stru tures presented stati rank di tionaries.
Two solutions will be given. The rst one has redundan y dependent on m,
2
n
log m
) bits. The se ond solution a hieves redundan y O( n loglog log
namely O( m log
log m
n )
bits, for m = logO(1) n.

3.1 Blo k Compression

The initial idea is to split the universe into blo ks Ui = fb  i; : : :; b  (i + 1) 1g of
size b = d 21 log me, and store ea h blo k in a ompressed form. If a blo k ontains
i elements from S , the
 ompressed representation is the number i followed by a
number in f1; : : : ; bi g orresponding to the parti ular subset with i elements.
Extra tion of information from a ompressed blo k is easy, sin e any fun tion
of the blo k representations an be omputed by table lookup (the ru ial thing
being that sin e representations have size at most 21 log m + log log m bits, the
number of entries in su h a table makes its spa e onsumption negligible omlog m
bits). Alternatively, assume that the RAM has instru tions
pared to m log
log m

to extra t the desired information. Let ni = jS \ Ui j and Bi = dlog nbi e. The

P

log m
). Let
overall spa e onsumption of the above en oding is i Bi + O( m log
log m
s denote the number of blo ks, s = O(m= log m). A lemma from [3℄ bounds the
above sum:

Lemma 3.

Ps

The following inequality holds:



i=0 Bi < B + s.
1

We have is=01 Bi < is=01 log nbi + s  B + s. The latter inequality

Q
follows from the fa t that is=01 nbi is the number of sets having ni elements in
blo k i, whi h is a subset of all n-subsets in U .
ut
We need an eÆ ient me hanism for extra ting rank information from the
ompressed representation. The following result ontained in [10℄ is used:
P

Proof.

Proposition
4.
O

P

jzi j = nO

jzi+1
n
O(k log log n)
Every log nth integer is stored \verbatim", using a total of O(k ) bits.
All other integers are stored as o sets of size logO(1) n relative to the previous
of these values, using O(k log log n) bits in total.
ut

zi j = log

(1)

A sequen e of integers

z 1 ; : : : ; zk

where

an be stored in a data stru ture allowing

and using

(1)

and

onstant time a

ess,

bits of memory.

Proof.

A sequen e of pointers to the ompressed blo ks an be stored in this way, using
log m
) bits. Also, the rank of the rst element in ea h blo k an be stored
O( m log
log m
like this. Ranks of elements within a blo k an be found by table lookup, as
sket hed above. So we have:

Proposition 5.

A stati

an be represented using

rank di tionary with worst

log m
B + O( m log
)
log m

ase

onstant query time

bits.

3.2 Interval Compression
Our rst solution to the stati rank di tionary problem has the drawba k that the
number of ompressed blo ks (and hen e the redundan y) grows almost linearly
log n
), for
with m. The number of ompressed units an be redu ed to O( n log
log n
O
(1)
m = n log n, by lustering suitable
adja ent blo ks together into intervals
of varying length (bounded by logO(1) m). This will redu e the spa e needed to
store the pointers to ompressed units and the rank of the rst element in ea h
2
n
are not xed, we store
unit to O( n loglog log
n ) bits. Sin e the lengths of intervals
n
log2 log n
the starting positions of the intervals, using O( log n ) bits. Observing that
Lemma 3 is independent of the sizes of the ompressed units, this will show:

Theorem 6.

For

stant query time

m = n logO(1) n

, a stati

an be represented using

rank di tionary with worst

n
B + O( n loglog log
n )
2

ase

on-

bits.

n . We show how to partition
Let  1 be a onstant su h that m  n log
2
log n
. These blo ks will be
U into \small blo ks" Ui satisfying jS \ Ui j < 2 log
log n
the building stones of the intervals to be ompressed. The main tool is the rank

di tionary of Prop. 5, whi h is used to lo ate areas with a high on entration
of elements from S . More spe i ally, split U into n log log n blo ks and store
log n
the positions of the blo ks whi h are not small, i.e. ontain at least 2 log
log n
log log n
elements from S . Sin e at most 2 nlog
blo
ks
are
not
small,
the
memory
for
n
n
log2 log n
this data stru ture is O( log n ). The part of the universe orresponding to the
1
non-small blo ks has size at most n log2 n . The splitting into n log log n blo ks
is repeated for this sub-universe, and so on for
1 steps, until the entire subn , and hen e all n log log n blo ks must be small.
universe has size at most n log
2
This de nes our partition of U into small blo ks. Given u 2 U it takes time
O( ) to use the rank di tionaries to nd the asso iated blo k number (blo ks are
numbered \from left to right", i.e. a ording to the elements they ontain).
Note that every small blo k has size at most log n= log log n. We are interested in intervals (of onse utive small blo ks) whi h are ompressible, that is,
an be stored using 21 log n + O(log log n) bits. Intervals of at most log n onse ulog n
elements of S , have this property
tive small blo ks, ontaining at most 2 log
log n
by (1). The \greedy" way of hoosing su h ompressible intervals from left to
log n
right results in O( n log
) intervals (note that for m = n log (1) n this is optilog n
mal sin e the entire ompressed representation has size (n log log n)). To map
blo k numbers into interval numbers we use Prop. 5, and the spa e usage is on e
2
n
again O( n loglog log
n ) bits. Having found the intervals to ompress, the onstru tion pro eeds as that leading to Prop. 5.
4

Improvement for Non-dense Subsets

Se tion 2 gave a solution to the stati di tionary problem with spa e usage
To a hieve redundan y sub-linear in n, we annot use
the hash fun tions of [9℄, sin e the representation is (n) bit redundant (and
it is far from lear whether a minimal, perfe t hash fun tion an have o(n) bit
redundan y and be evaluable in onstant time). Also, it must be taken are of
that o(1) bit is wasted in ea h hash table ell, that is, nearly all bit patterns in
all ells must be possible independently.
To use less spa e for storing the hash fun tion, we will not require it to be
perfe t, but only to be perfe t on some suÆ iently large subset of S , whi h we
handle rst. The rest of S may then be handled by a di tionary that wastes
more bits per element.
We will use the hash fun tion (3). The family is indexed by k; p | the range
a will depend only on m and n. Parameter p, where p > a, will be hosen later.
The following result from [5℄ shows that it is possible to hoose k su h that hk;p
is \almost 1-1 on S" when hashing to a super-linear size table:

B + O(n + log log m).

Lemma 7.
su h that

If the map

hk;p

u 7! u mod p
S1  S

is 1-1 on a set

S
k
jS j  (1 O( na ))jS j

is 1-1 on

, where

1

, there exists

,

0

<k<p

,

.

Without loss of generality, we will assume S1 to be maximal, that is, hk;p [S1 ℄ =
hk;p [S ℄.

The idea will be to build two di tionaries: One for S1 of Lemma 7, and one
for S2 = S nS1 . Lookup may then be a omplished by querying both di tionaries.
The di tionary for S1 onsists of the fun tion hk;p given by Lemma 7, together
with an a-element \virtual" hash table (a = n logO(1) n to be determined). The
virtual table ontains n1 = jS1 j non-empty ells; to map their positions into
n1 onse utive memory lo ations, we need a partial fun tion de ned on hk;p [S ℄,
mapping bije tively to f1; : : : ; n1 g. The stati rank di tionary of Theorem 6 is
used for this (two rank queries are used in order to determine if a ell is empty).
For a good estimate of the memory used, we show:

Lemma 8. B = n log mn +
Proof.

n

(n2 =m) O(log n) :

ln 2

By (1), it suÆ es to show the following:
(m

n) log mm n = lnn2 (n2 =m) :

(4)
P

i
We an assume n = o(m). The Taylor series ln(1 x) =
i>0 x =i shows
ln(1 1=x) = 1=x 1=2x2 O(x 3 ). Writing (m n) log mm n = nln m
ln(1
n=m)
2
and plugging in the above with x = m=n gives the result.
ut
n
log2 log n
n
a
1
Thus, the memory for the rank di tionary is n1 log n1 + ln 2 + O( log n ) =
n
2
n1 log na + lnn12 + O( n loglog2 log
n + n =a) bits.
We next show that the memory used for the hash table elements in the S1
di tionary, n1 dlog r e bits, where r is the number de ned in Lemma 1, an be
made lose to n1 log m
a by suitable hoi e of p and a.

Lemma 9.

A
3n  A = O(n log n)
p 3A 
p = O(n2 ln m)
a A=3  a  A
u 7! u mod p
S
n1 dlog re = n1 log ma + O(na=m + n12=21 ) :
We rst show how to make dlog r e lose to log r by suitable hoi e of a:
Sublemma
10.
x; y 2 R+
z2N
x=z  3
z 0 2 fz + 1; : : : ; 3z g
dlogdx=z 0 e + ye  log(x=z 0) + y +
O(z=x + 1=z )
Sin e x=z  3, it follows that logd xz e + y and logd 3xz e + y ,
have di erent integer parts. So there exists z 0 , z < z 0  3z , su h that
dlogd zx0 e + ye  logd z0x 1 e + y. A simple al ulation gives logd z0x 1 e + y =
0
log z0x 1 + y + O(z=x) = log zx0 + log z0z 1 + y + O(z=x) = log zx0 + y +
O(z=x + 1=z ), and the on lusion follows.
ut
Sin e log r = logdp=ae + logdm=pe and p=A  3, the sublemma gives (for any p)
an a in the orre t range su h that dlog r e = log r + O(a=p + 1=a).
For any

with

, there exists a prime

, and a value of

1. The map

,

is 1-1 on

,

, su h that:

.

2.

Proof.

For any

exists

.

Proof.

and

, su h that

, with

, there

Parameter p = O(n2 ln n) is hosen su h that u 7! u mod p is 1-1 on S , and su h
that r is not mu h larger than m=a.

Sublemma 11.
1.
2.

In both of the following ranges, there exists a prime

u 7! u mod p
n2 ln m  p  3n2 ln m :
m < p < m + m12=21 :

su h that

is 1-1 on

S

p

,

:

The existen e of a suitable prime between n2 ln m and 3n2 ln m
is guaranteed by the prime number theorem (in fa t, at least half of the
primes in the interval will work). See [5, Lemma 2℄ for details. By [7℄
the number of primes between m and m + m is (m = log m) for any
 > 11=20. Take  = 12=21 and let p be su h a prime; naturally the map
is then 1-1.
ut
A prime in the rst range will be our hoi e when m > n2 A, otherwise we hoose
a prime in the se ond range. For an estimate of log r in terms of m, n and a, we
look at the two ases:
Proof.

1. log r  log( ma (1+ ap + mp )) = log(m=a)+ O(a=p + p=m) = log(m=a)+ O(1=n) :
12=21
2. log r = logdp=ae  logd m+ma
e  log( ma (1 + ma + m 9=21 )) = log(m=a) +
9=21
O(a=m + m
) :

This, together with dlog r e = log r + O(a=p + 1=a), shows that the n1 hash table
entries use n1 log(m=a) + O(na=m + n12=21 ) bits.
ut
For the hoi es of k , p and a given by Lemmas 7 and 9, we an now ompute
the total spa e onsumption for the S1 di tionary:

{ O(log n + log log m) bits for the k, p and a parameters, and for various
pointers (the whole data stru ture has size < n log m bits).
{ n log na + n + O( n n n + n =a) bits for the \virtual table" mapping.
{ n log ma + O( nam + n = ) bits for the hash table ontents.
1

1

ln 2

1

log2 log
log
12 21

2

n1
n
na n log log n
This adds up to n1 log m
n + ln 2 + O( a + m + log n + log log m) bits.
2

2

The S2 di tionary is implemented using the re ned FKS di tionary [5℄ with a
n2 log n
spa e onsumption of n2 log nm2 + O(n2 log n +log log m) = n2 log m
n + O( a +
log log m) bits. Thus, the total spa e usage of our s heme is:
 2
n + na + n log2 log n + log log m
n log mn + lnn2 + O n log
a
m
log n

bits.

(5)

By Lemma 8 this is
 2
n + na + n log2 log n + log log m
B + O n log
a
m
log n

We now get the main theorem:

bits.

(6)

Theorem 12.
time
1.
2.

The stati

di tionary problem with worst

ase

onstant lookup

an be solved with storage:

B + O(n log2 log n= log n + log log m)
n < m= log log m :
n  m= log log m :
B + O(m logloglogmm )
bits, for

bits, for

In ase 1 use the rank di tionary of Theorem 6 when m  n log3 n, and
hoose A = (n log2 n) in the above onstru tion when m > n log3 n. In ase 2
use the rank di tionary of Prop. 5.
ut
We have not asso iated any information with the elements of our set. The
te hnique presented in this se tion extends to storing a partial fun tion de ned
on S , mapping into a nite set V (whose elements are representable within O(1)
words). The information theoreti al minimum is then B V = dlog m
n + n log jV je,
and for m = (n log3 n) we get the exa t same redundan y as in Theorem 12.
The data stru ture is a simple modi ation of that des ribed in this se tion; the
size a of the virtual hash table is hosen su h that the information pa ked in a
hash table ell (quotient and fun tion value) omes from a domain of size lose
to a power of 2. In the dense range, the rank di tionary an be used to index
into a table of fun tion values, but in general (n) bits will be wasted in the
table sin e jV j need not be a power of 2.

Proof.

Theorem 13.
time
1.
2.

The stati

partial fun tion problem with worst

ase

onstant lookup

an be solved with storage:

B V + O(n log2 log n= log n + log3log m)
B V + O(n)
n  m= log m :

bits, for

n < m= log3 m :

bits, for

By using the di tionary of Prop. 2 to store S2 and hoosing a smaller in the data
stru ture of des ribed in this se tion, it is possible to a hieve redundan y o(n)
when n = o(m).
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Con lusion and Final Remarks

We have seen that for the stati di tionary problem it is possible to ome very
lose to using storage at the information theoreti minimum, while retaining
onstant lookup time. From a data ompression point of view this means that a
sequen e of bits an be oded in a number of bits lose to the rst-order entropy,
in a way whi h allows eÆ ient random a ess to the original bits.
The important ingredient in the solution is the on ept of quotienting. Thus,
the existen e of an eÆ iently evaluable orresponding quotient fun tion is a
good property of a hash fun tion. It is also ru ial for the solution that the hash
fun tion used hashes U quite evenly to the bu kets.
Quotienting works equally well in a dynami setting, where it an be used
dire tly to obtain an O(B ) bit s heme. However, lower bounds on the time
for maintaining ranks under insertions and deletions (see [6℄) show that our
onstru tions involving the rank di tionary will not dynamize well.

It has not been des ribed how to build the di tionary. It is, however, relatively
straightforward to design a randomised algorithm whi h uses expe ted O(n +
p(n; m)) time, where p(n; m) is the expe ted time required for nding a prime
in the range spe i ed by Sublemma 11. By [1℄ we have that p(n; m) = (log n +
log log m)O(1) .
It would be interesting to determine the exa t redundan y ne essary to allow onstant time lookup. In parti ular, it is remarkable that no lower bound is
known in a ell probe model (where only the number of memory ells a essed is
onsidered). As for upper bounds, a less redundant way of mapping the elements
of the virtual table to onse utive memory lo ations would immediately improve
the asymptoti redundan y of our s heme. The idea of nding a repla ement for
the hk;p hash fun tion, whi h an hash to a smaller \virtual table" or be 1-1 on
a larger subset of S will not bring any improvement, be ause of a very sharp rise
in the memory needed to store a fun tion whi h performs better than hk;p .
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